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Control of the Morphology and Structural Development
of Solution-Processed Functionalized Acenes for
High-Performance Organic Transistors
By Jung Ah Lim, Hwa Sung Lee, Wi Hyoung Lee, and Kilwon Cho*

is limited by hopping between the molecules in the disordered region, and that
Solution-processable functionalized acenes have received special attention as
molecular ordering need to provide suffipromising organic semiconductors in recent years because of their superior
cient overlap of the p-orbitals of conjugated
intermolecular interactions and solution-processability, and provide useful
organic molecules to enable efficient
charge migration between neighboring
benchmarks for organic field-effect transistors (OFETs). Charge-carrier
molecules.[5–7] Recent advances in the
transport in organic semiconductor thin films is governed by their
performance of OFETs are largely due to
morphologies and molecular orientation, so self-assembly of these
fine control of the morphology and crystalfunctionalized acenes during solution processing is an important challenge.
line microstructure in organic semiconThis article discusses the charge-carrier transport characteristics of solutionductor thin films,[5,6] which can be
processed functionalized acene transistors and, in particular, focuses on the
achieved by tuning the film deposition
conditions such as through surface treatfine control of the films’ morphologies and structural evolution during filmment of the substrate,[8,9] modifying soldeposition processes such as inkjet printing and post-deposition annealing.
vent properties,[10–12] improving film forWe discuss strategies for controlling morphologies and crystalline
mation method (spin-casting or dropmicrostructure of soluble acenes with a view to fabricating high-performance
casting),[13,14] and the development of
OFETs.
new organic semiconductor materials with
strong intermolecular p–p interactions.
Acenes are planar organic molecules
consisting of n-aromatic rings arranged linear and have been
intensely investigated over the last decade as promising organic
1. Introduction
semiconductors because of their low-lying highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) energy levels and strong electronic
Following the discovery of field-effect charge-carrier conduction
interactions in the solid state.[15] Moreover, control of the
in small organic molecules and conjugated polymers, organic
intermolecular interactions of acenes can be effectively achieved
field-effect transistors (OFETs) containing these organic semithrough molecular design and functionalization. The functionaconductors as active layers have been seen as a potential
lization of acenes can be used to tune a variety of important
alternative to mainstream thin-film transistors based on
properties including their solubility, stability, and intermolecular
inorganic materials.[1–3] One of their particular attractions is
orientation in crystalline solids. For pentacene, which is now
that all the layers of an OFET can easily be deposited at room
considered a model organic semiconductor, numerous studies of
temperature with solution-processing or direct-write printing,
its nucleation and thin-film growth during vapor deposition have
which means that with their use low-cost, large-area electronic
been performed; pentacene-based-FETs have been fabricated with
devices can be realized on flexible substrates.[4,5] However, in
field-effect mobilities as high as 3 cm2 V1 s1.[16–18] Despite its
spite of considerable progress during recent years, the electrical
promising electrical properties, pentacene has poor solubility in
properties of OFETs fabricated with solution processing remain
common organic solvents and edge-to-face herringbone structure
very much inferior to those of their inorganic counterparts.
that limit efficient charge-carrier transport (Fig. 1a).[19] BisCharge-carrier transport in an OFET is strongly related to the
triisopropylsilylethynyl pentacene (TIPS_PEN) and bis-triethylsimorphology and crystalline microstructure of the organic
lylethynyl anthradithiophene (TES_ADT) have been synthesized
semiconductor film. It is known that charge-carrier transport
by Anthony and co-workers and found to lack these drawbacks:
the substitution of the bulky trialkylsilylethynyl substituent
facilitates the close cofacial face-to-face arrangement of the acene
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backbone (Fig. 1b), and results in dramatic improvements in
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used, as shown in the optical microscopy (OM) images in
Figure 2. We focus on the development of the structures of
representative soluble acenes, 6,13-triisopropylsilylethynyl pentacene (TIPS_PEN) and 6,13-triethylsilylethynyl anthradithiophene (TES_ADT), which are the acenes that have been most
intensively investigated in recent years because of versatile
solution-processability and high charge carrier mobility. The
topics discussed in this paper include single crystal and nanowire
characteristics, the surface-induced self-organization of thin
films, crystallization through annealing and aging, and selforganization in solution-based printing and patterning processes.

2. Single Crystal and Nanowire Characteristics
One of the long-standing challenges in the development of
organic FETs is to produce organic single crystals of semiFigure 1. Molecular structures and packing arrangements with average
conducting materials.[36–40] Organic single crystals are known not
distances between the p-faces in the solid state: 1 pentacene (a), the bisonly to have superior device performance[37,41–44]
silylethynylated acene and dithienoathracene derivatives: 2 TIPS_PEN and
but also to provide a valuable resource for the
3 TES_ADT (b), and 4 triisopropylsilylethynyl anthradithiophene (c).
investigation of the intrinsic parameters that
determine charge transport efficiency.[38,45] In
particular, the highest mobilities have been
found in single crystals of functionalized
pentacene because they are largely free of
the grain boundaries and molecular disorder
that reduce the mobility of the material, and
thus the overlapping of the p–p orbitals is
enhanced, which promotes efficient charge
transport.[46]
TIPS_PEN single crystals have recently been
fabricated with the solvent-exchange method
in the solution phase by using toluene and
acetonitrile as good and poor solvents, respectively.[37] The resulting self-organized single
crystals are predominantly straight microribbons with well-defined facets and the following
dimensions: height 100–600 nm, width 4–
13 mm, and length 40–800 mm, as shown in
Figure 3a. The transmission electron microFigure 2. Optical microscopy images of TIPS_PEN thin films with various morphologies and scopy (TEM) image and selective-area electron
structural developments [a] Reproduced with permission from [35].
diffraction (SAED) pattern in Figure 3b show
that single crystalline TIPS_PEN forms spontaneously through the facile self-assembly of
solid state, as shown in Figure 1c.[20] In similar approaches,
numerous functionalized acenes have been synthesized and their
electrical characteristics investigated.[28–33] Comprehensive
review articles on functionalized acenes for organic electronic
devices are available.[15,34] However, the use of this new class of
functionalized acenes in high-performance OFETs requires the
development of deposition processes that enable control of the
molecular ordering and film morphology.
In this Feature Article, we discuss the strategies for controlling
morphology and crystalline microstructure of soluble acenes for
use in high-performance OFETs. The resulting film morphologies are dramatically improved for instance from featureless
thin films to single crystalline microribbons through this control
of the deposition process, even when the same soluble acenes are
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anisotropy of charge carrier mobility in the a-b
plane because it has the advantages of noncontact probing of the charge carrier and
transport on subpicosecond time scales.[47–49]
The a–b planes of single crystals of TIPS_PEN
(brick-wall-type)[23,50,51] and 6,13-bis(triethylsilylethynyl) pentacene (TES_PEN) (slippedstack-type)[23] are the largest areas of the crystal
surface, with the a-axis parallel to the long axis in
the TIPS_PEN and TES_PEN crystals shown in
Figure 4a and b. To measure the anisotropy of
the mobility, each crystal was rotated in the
azimuthal (a–b) plane so that the angle (w)
between the directions of the electric field of the
terahertz probe pulse (ETHz) and the a-axis of
the crystal changes. Figure 4c and d show the
angular dependence of the charge carrier
mobility in the TIPS_PEN and TES_PEN single
crystals respectively, normalized to the value at
w ¼ 08. According to these results, the ratios of
the mobility along the principal axes 1 and 2 of
TIPS_PEN and TES_PEN are (3.5  0.6)
(1.04 m1/0.30 m2) and (12  6) (1.004 m1/
0.086 m2), respectively (see Fig. 4c and d). The
difference between the in-plane mobility anisotropies of TIPS_PEN and TES_PEN single
crystals can be explained in terms of crystal
structure and molecular packing: 1D charge
transport is more favorable in the 1D ‘‘slippedstack-type’’ structure of the TES_PEN crystals.[51] Thus the mobility anisotropy induced
by the degree of p-overlap shows that charges in
functionalized pentacene single crystals are
mainly transported via a band-like mechanism.[23,38,50–52]
Flexible organic single-crystal nanowires have
Figure 3. a) SEM image of a TIPS_PEN microribbon on a silicon substrate. b) TEM image of a been fabricated with a simple solution-phase
TIPS_PEN microribbon on a silicon nitride window. The image in the inset shows the SAED
synthesis.[41] Organic nanowires are of imporpattern of the microribbon. c) Schematic representation of the self-assembly of TIPS_PEN
tance because of their mechanical flexibility and
molecules into a single-crystalline microribbon grown along the direction of the p–p stacking.
electrical
performances.[20,28,41,53–56]
d) OM image of a TIPS_PEN microtransistor. e and f) Typical output and transfer characteristics high
of OFETs based on individual single crystalline microribbons, respectively. Reproduced with Figure 5a and b shows the synthesis of
hexathiapentacene (HTP), one of the pentacene
permission from [37].
derivatives, and a dispersion of nanowires in
chloroform, respectively. The key to the solution
processability of HTP is its insolubility at room
temperature, because it can readily be dissolved in and
individual conjugated molecules, which results in preferential
recrystallized from organic solvents with high boiling points
well-ordered inter-molecular stacking along the wire/tube axis
such as benzonitrile, nitrobenzene, and o-dichlorobenzene; the
that coincides with the p–p stacking direction of the TIPS_PEN
nanowires are then collected and transferred into a poor solvent
molecules. A schematic representation of the self-assembly of
such as chloroform. The typical lengths of the nanowires range
TIPS_PEN molecules into a single crystalline microribbon is
from several dozen mm to hundreds of mm, with heights in the
shown in Figure 3c. The field-effect mobility of an FET using 1D
range 70 to 470 nm. The TEM image and SAED pattern in
single crystalline TIPS_PEN microribbons fabricated on a Si/
Figure 5c suggest that in the solution-grown HTP single crystals
SiO2 substrate was found to be 1.42 cm2 V1 s1, which is one of
there is face-to-face molecular stacking along their long axes,
the highest reported mobilities for an individual 1D organic
which corresponds to the [100] direction or the a-axis of the crystal
single crystal fabricated with solution processing.
unit cell, with p–p distances of 3.54 Å. HTP single-nanowire
To understand the intrinsic parameters that determine charge
FETs exhibit a mobility of 0.27 cm2 V1 s1, which is six times
transport efficiency, the anisotropy in soluble acene organic single
greater than that of vapor-deposited HTP FETs. The higher
crystals was studied by using an ultrafast optical pump-terahertz
mobility of nanowire transistors can be attributed to the high level
probe technique.[47,48] This technique is useful for the study of the
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by using contact-induced crystallization on a
SAM-treated electrode.[61] By chemically tailoring the surface properties of electrode contacts,
ten of micrometers of crystalline growth can be
induced on these contacts into the transistor
channel, which significantly impacts the
electrical characteristics of the FET device.
Figure 6a and b shows the chemical
structures of fluorinated 5,11-bis(triethylsilylethynyl)
anthradithiophene
(diFTES_ADT) and pentafluorobenzene thiol
(PFBT), which are the organic semiconductor
and the electrode treatment material, respectively. The optical microscopy images of the
contact and channel regions in Figure 6c and d
confirm that the oriented regions with nucleation and growth on top of the contacts extend
for more than 10 mm into the channel region.
There is a transition in film microstructure in
the middle of the transistor channel in device
with a greater channel length (L) (Fig. 6c). On
the other hand, devices with L < 20 mm contain
channel regions comprised almost entirely of
large grains (Fig. 6d). As a result, the mobility
of OFETs with PFBT-treated contacts and
L < 25 mm is 3–5 times larger because the
contact-induced microstructure facilitates
charge transport in the channel. In order to
Figure 4. a and b) Molecular packing in TIPS_PEN and TES_PEN crystals, respectively. c and explain contact-induced crystallization, it has
d) Dependence of the charge-carrier mobility in TIPS_PEN and TES_PEN crystals, respectively, on been suggested that the interaction between
the azimuthal angle (w). Reproduced with permission from [47]. Copyright 2006 American the fluorine atoms and sulfur atoms in the
Institute of Physics.
thiophene rings on adjacent molecules leads to
the rapid formation of a ‘tape’ motif that
precipitates and seeds the growth of the plate-like crystals.[65] The
of structural perfection and the lack of grain boundaries in singletemperature dependence of the current-voltage characteristics for
crystal HTP nanowires.[57,58] Furthermore, there is no significant
a device is shown as a function of L in Figure 6f, which provides
loss in the performance of single-nanowire devices, even after the
further insight into the relationship between the contact-induced
application of strenuous bending to the flexible substrate because
film microstructure and charge transport. As shown in this
of their flexibility. Further exploration of the mechanical
figure, the mobility is thermally activated between 90 K and 300 K
properties of organic single-crystal nanowires has the potential
and has a characteristic energy (Ea) that increases with increasing
to lead to their use in flexible electronics and displays.
L, from Ea  0.027 eV for L ¼ 10 mm to Ea  0.080 eV for
L ¼ 80 mm. The large difference between these values of Ea is
consistent with the interpretation that the disorder in the channel
3. Surface-Induced Microstructures
region decreases with decreasing L, which leads to a reduction in
the density of grain boundaries and an increase in the fraction of
Among the factors affecting field-effect mobility, the molecular
crystals oriented with the in-plane parallel to the surface due to
ordering of the nanocrystallites in films of organic semiconducthe crystallization along the chemically tailored contact interfaces.
tors is the most important.[6,8,9,59–61] Attempts to enhance the
In general, the surface chemical structure of the dielectric
molecular ordering have focused on the control of the
dramatically affects molecular orientation and device perforintermolecular interactions at the interface between the layers
mance because the nucleation and growth of molecules on the
of device structures.[8,59,61] For examples, the modification of the
surface is determined by the balance between the molecules–
gate dielectric surface with a self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)
surface and molecules–molecule interactions.[59,61–64] To study
can result in differential adsorption or wetting between the
the effects of surface chemical structures on organic semiconchannel and field regions of the device, and thus in variation in
ducting films, TIPS_PEN films were spin-cast onto substrates
the surface-induced orientation and device performance.[61–64]
with different functionalized (methyl-terminated and phenylThe use of SAMs with various functional groups to achieve
terminated) SAMs. Figure 7a and b shows the 2D grazingsurface-mediated molecular ordering in polythiophene has been
incidence X-ray diffraction (2D GIXD) patterns of TIPS_PEN
reported, with improvements in field-effect mobilities of more
films after thermal annealing. Although their surface morpholthan a factor of 4.[8] In the case of soluble acene, highogies are similar, there are significant differences between the
performance soluble acene-based transistors have been achieved
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4. Crystallization Through Annealing and Aging

Figure 5. a) The synthesis of HTP. b) Solution dispersion and TEM image
of HTP nanowires. c) TEM image of a single-crystal HTP nanowire and
growth morphology predicted with the attachment energy method. The
inset shows an ED pattern of a single crystal HTP nanowire. d) Output and
transfer characteristics of an HTP single nanowire transistor. Reproduced
with permission from [41]. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.

crystalline natures of these two TIPS_PEN films. The reflection
peaks for the qz and qxy directions for the methyl-terminated
substrate consist of highly scattered patterns along the Debye
rings. These results mean that the TIPS_PEN films have the
imperfect orientation of the TIPS_PEN molecules stacked in a
direction perpendicular to the surface for the pentacene ring and
there is serious crystal mismatch and dislocation in the vertical
and lateral directions.[35] However, for the phenyl-terminated
substrate, the scattering of reflection peaks is considerably
reduced, and there are many reflection spots in the direction of qz
at a given qxy. These results imply that the crystal perfection and
ordering of the TIPS_PEN molecules are enhanced for this SAM,
and that well-ordered 3D crystals have formed in the TIPS_PEN
film in both the vertical and lateral directions. The improvement
in the crystalline nature of the film for the phenyl-terminated case
results in enhanced device performance, which is more than 20
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The molecular ordering of a spin-cast soluble acene film does not
provide optimal p–p interactions between the fused acene rings,
so post-deposition treatment such as thermal or solvent-vapor
annealing of the film is needed to enhance the molecular ordering
of the film while maintaining its uniformity. Thermal annealing
is regarded as an effective way to improve the crystallinity of thin
films of polymeric semiconductors.[8,67,68] However, clear
evidence that thermal annealing enhances the performance of
FETs based on soluble acenes has not previously been established
because of the complexity of the packing motif and the possible
presence of polymorphism in soluble acenes.[23] For example,
TIPS_PEN has been reported to exhibit a solid-state phase
transition upon heating or cooling.[69] Figure 8a shows a thermal
analysis of TIPS_PEN obtained with differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC). A characteristic endothermic peak at 124 8C
was observed during both Short Cycle and Long Cycle. This peak
indicates that TIPS_PEN undergoes a phase transition upon
heating. Further, the observed exothermic degradation during the
Long Cycle could be interpreted as Diels-Alder polymerization
between the alkyne substituent and the pentacene backbone.
Cracking of the TIPS_PEN crystals was detected upon heating, as
shown in the OM images in Figure 8b, which indicates that
thermal expansion and contraction trigger thermally induced
strains associated with a change in the packing motif. Figure 8c
shows the changes in the packing motif of TIPS_PEN crystals
upon thermal annealing. In addition to the changes in the unit
cell parameters upon heating, the distances between the acene
planes are reduced, which leads to a reduction in the area of
overlap of the acene rings. The charge carrier mobility in
TIPS_PEN FETs is expected to decrease upon thermal annealing
because cracking in the TIPS_PEN crystals leads to a reduction in
the number of transport pathways.[69]
Molecular rearrangement of organic semiconductors occurs
upon solvent-vapor annealing because the absorbed solvent
molecules act as plasticizers on the organic film.[70,71] For this
reason, the crystallinity of TES_ADT is increased by a few minutes
of solvent-vapor annealing.[72] This rapid change in the molecular
ordering probably arises because the soluble acene molecules bind
through only weak interactions in the solid state,[51] and thus
crystallize readily during solvent-vapor annealing. Figure 9a and c
shows the morphologies of spin-cast TES_ADT films before and
after dichloroethane-vapor annealing, respectively. This dramatic
change in morphology demonstrates that TES_ADT crystals form
spontaneously by through p–p interactions between molecules
in the presence of solvent. As a result of this change in
morphology, the field-effect mobility increases from 0.002 cm2
V1 s1 (as-prepared FET) to 0.1 cm2 V1 s1 (FET after
dichloroethane-vapor annealing) (Fig. 9b and d). Solvent choice
also plays an important role in solvent-vapor annealing. Toluene
is a good solvent for TES_ADT,[20] and is also effective in solvent-
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times that of the device for the methyl-terminated case. Although
the mechanism for the interaction between the phenylterminated SAM and the TIPS_PEN molecules is not yet known,
different specific interactions between the SAM and the
TIPS_PEN molecules might be expected.[66]
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interactions between acene backbones are
maximized along the in-plane direction, which
leads to an increase in the field-effect mobility
of TES_ADT-based FETs. The ease with which
this material migrates during solvent-vapor
annealing also enables the patterning of
TES_ADT.[75] UV illumination in the presence
of solvent vapors results in the migration of
TES_ADT from the substrate surface to a
neighboring TES_ADT surface due to the
difference between the surface energies of
the substrate and TES_ADT. Patterning of
TES_ADT with this method can be used to
reduce parasitic leakage and the off-currents in
FETs.
The weak van der Waals interactions in
organic small molecular semiconductors mean
that these molecules rearrange even at room
temperature.[76,77] Furthermore, since thin
films of soluble acenes have low crystallinity
immediately after spin-casting, soluble acene
molecules can be reorganized by making use
of the enthalpic interactions between molecules at room temperature.[78] Figure 10a and b
shows the changes in morphology of
TES_ADT films as a function of time. The
formation and growth of TES_ADT crystallites
at room temperature is evident even though no
thermal or solvent-vapor annealing has been
applied. X-ray diffraction analysis shows that
the TES_ADT molecules are tilted with respect
to the substrate immediately after spin-casting,
but that the number of well-oriented crystals
increases with aging time. It has been found
that the molecular movement of TES_ADT
molecules is sufficiently large to induce
Figure 6. Chemical structures of fluorinated diF-TES_ADT (a) and PFBT (b). Optical micro- conformational changes to stable states in
graphs of diF-TESADT TFTs with channel lengths of 80 mm (c) and 20 mm (d). e) Saturation the spin-cast films because TES_ADT has a low
mobility as a function of channel length (L) for diF-TESADT FETs with a channel width of 1000 mm glass-transition
temperature
(close
to
and PTBT-treated or untreated contacts. f) Temperature dependence of the effective field-effect room temperature). Thus the field-effect
mobility in the saturation regime. The devices were fabricated using films spun-cast at 1000 rpm mobility of FETs based on these films
from 2 wt % solutions in room temperature toluene. Reproduced with permission from [61].
increased about 100-fold after seven days.
Copyright 2008 Nature Publishing Group.
These results demonstrate that soluble acenes
that exhibit a low crystallinity immediately
after spin-casting reorganize into highly crystalline structures when their films are aged at room temperavapor annealing. However, toluene-vapor annealing also induces
ture.[78]
dewetting of the film, and so results in only a moderate increase
2 1 1
in the mobility (0.05 cm V s ). Thus, marginal solvents such
as dichloroethane are the most effective for solvent-vapor
annealing of TES_ADT.[72] X-ray diffraction analysis shows that
TES_ADT molecules crystallize with silyl groups on the substrate
surface as a result of solvent-vapor annealing (Fig. 9e).[73]
Furthermore, the (003) rocking curves in Figure 9f confirm that
the lateral coherence lengths of the (00l) planes increase sharply
upon solvent annealing. Crystals tend to orient so that the surface
with low surface energy is parallel to the substrate,[74] and thus in
TES_ADT crystals the silyl groups, which have the lowest surface
Figure 7. 2D GIXD patterns of thermally annealed TIPS_PEN films after
energy, are predominantly oriented along the parallel direction as
spin-casting onto substrates with methyl-terminated (a) and phenyla result of solvent-vapor annealing. In this way, the p–p
terminated (b) SAMs.
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to compensate for evaporation loss and thus in
the transport of the TIPS_PEN molecules to
the contact line.[85] Hence the crystal seeds
nucleation from the pinned contact line, and
crystallites oriented with the stacking axis grow
down the slide (Fig. 11c). X-ray diffraction
patterns of such 1D crystal arrays have
confirmed that the TIPS_PEN molecules are
preferentially stacked along the (100) axis in
the direction of the crystal growth, as shown in
Figure 11d. This 2D brick-wall stacking
arrangement of TIPS_PEN maximizes the poverlap along the a-axis, which implies that
directional crystal growth along the (100) axis
between the source and drain electrodes is
optimal for use in FETs. A FET device based on
directionally-aligned crystals was found to
exhibit a high field-effect mobility of 0.3 cm2
V1 s1 and an on/off current ratio of 106.
Inkjet printing has received special attention
as a patterning technique for the cost-effective
fabrication of organic electronics.[85,86] The
morphology and crystalline microstructure of
inkjet-printed TIPS_PEN thin films are
strongly dependent on their drying behavior.
Figure 8. a) Differential scanning calorimetry for TIPS_PEN. Long Cycles 1 and 2 were carried out One approach to control of the hydrodynamic
sequentially on the same sample. b) Hot-stage OM image of TIPS_PEN corresponding to Short flows in a drying droplet is the use of a mixedCycle 1 in the DSC. c) Low-temperature (top) and high-temperature TIPS_PEN models (bottom)
solvent system,[35,87–89] In general, there are
viewed down the acene plane of the low temperature model. Reproduced with permission from
two types of evaporation-induced flows: con[69]. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
vective flow toward the contact line from the
interior of the droplet, and Marangoni flow,
which is induced by the surface tension
gradient between regions with low and regions with high surface
5. Self-Organization of Functionalized Acenes in
tension.[90] The outward convective flow can be enhanced or
Printing Processes
counterbalanced by Marangoni flow, depending on the solvent
composition. A ring-like deposit that marks the perimeter of the
There has recently been increased interest in the fabrication of
droplet results from the inkjet printing of a TIPS_PEN single dot
organic transistors with solution-based printing processes such as
from chlorobenzene (b.p. 131 8C) homo-solvent, as shown in
inkjet and screen printing. The thin-film morphologies and
Figure 12a and e.[35] This ring stain is induced by convective flow
crystalline microstructures of solution-processed organic semiconductors are sensitive to processing conditions, such as the
and is explained by the ‘‘coffee-stain’’ effect demonstrated by
solvent drying rate,[12,24,79] the solubility of molecules,[11,13,80] and
Deegan and co-workers.[91] The crystalline microstructure was
the surface properties of the substrate.[8] In particular, the drying
investigated with GI-XRD and it was found that the printed
TIPS_PEN film with this uneven ring morphology has a
behavior during solution processing has a critical role in the selfrandomly oriented nanocrystalline structure, which has inferior
organization of organic semiconductor molecules. The recently
charge carrier transport properties in an FET device. In contrast, a
reported drying-mediated self-assembly of nanoparticles,[81]
uniform morphology was found to result from the use of
diblock copolymers,[82] and carbon nanotubes[83] indicates that
dichlorobenzene, which has a high boiling point (180 8C), as a
control of the evaporation-induced flows of solvent during a
minor solvent; the presence of dichlorobenzene might reduce the
drying process is important to the self-assembly of organic
convective flow by slowing evaporation at the contact edge
semiconductor molecules during solution processing because
(Fig. 12c and g). However, it was found that this uniform
solvent flows can easily transport the molecules.
morphology does not guarantee a well-ordered crystalline
The fabrication of one-dimensional crystal arrays of TIPS_PEN
structure. More interestingly, self-aligned crystals with threehas been accomplished by controlling the evaporation behavior of
dimensional well-ordered crystalline structure are obtained when
the solvent during simple drop casting on a tilted substrate
recirculation flow is generated in the drying droplet by Marangoni
(Fig. 11a and b).[84] The substrate is tilted so that the lower drop
flow in the opposite direction to the convective flow, which is
line spreads down the slide and the upper contact line remains
induced by using dodecane as a minor solvent; dodecane has a
pinned. When the contact line of a solution drop is pinned in a
higher boiling point (216 8C) and a lower surface tension (25.3
drying process, the evaporation near the upper contact line is
dyn cm1) than the main solvent (chlorobenzene) (Fig. 12d).
faster than near the lower drop line, which results in a
hydrodynamic flow of the solvent toward the upper contact line
Nucleation occurs at the contact line of the droplet and the crystal
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Figure 9. a) An optical microscopy image and b) the corresponding output characteristics of
an as-spun TES_ADT FET (W/L ¼ 9.5). c) An optical microscopy image and d) the corresponding output characteristics of a dichloroethane-vapor annealed FET. Reproduced with
permission from [72]. e) X-ray diffraction patterns of TES_ADT films for various solventannealing times. The inset shows a TES_ADT molecule with molecular orientation along the
(001) axis. f) Rocking curves on the (003) reflections for various annealing times. The inset
shows the changes in the full width half maximum (FWHM) in the rocking scans and in the
intensity of the (003) reflections with annealing time (min). Reproduced with permission from
[73]. Copyright 2007 American Institute of Physics.

growth proceeds from the edge to the center of the droplet. These
self-aligned TIPS_PEN crystals were used to fabricate highperformance field-effect transistors with an effective field-effect
mobility of 0.12 cm2 V1 s1, which demonstrates that
optimization of the solvent composition can be used to control
the morphology and molecular ordering of inkjet-printed soluble
acene thin films.
An alternative approach to the control of the drying behavior of
droplets is to vary the surface energy of the substrate.[92] In
particular, because the surface energy and chemical composition
of the dielectrics in organic transistors significantly influence
device performance,[8,93,94] it is important to understand how
dielectric surface wettability determines the morphology and
crystalline microstructure of inkjet-printed organic semiconductors. In fact, the different drying behaviors of droplets on surface-
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modified SiO2 dielectrics with different SAMs
result in inkjet-printed TIPS_PEN films with
significantly different morphologies and crystalline microstructures as shown in Figure 13. On a
hydrophilic surface with a high surface energy,
TIPS_PEN microcrystals with highly ordered
crystalline structure develop from the periphery
to the interior of the droplet (Fig. 13a), which is
attributed to contact line pinning and outward
convective flow in the drying droplet. In contrast,
small agglomerates with poor molecular ordering
form on a hydrophobic surface with a low surface
energy (Fig. 13b), because continuous retraction
of the contact line occurs during drying process in
the absence of pinning of contact line. However,
the nature of contact lines during evaporation and
drying-mediated self-organization in a drying
solution are complex phenomena that depend on
energy dissipation, molecular diffusion, and the
molecular interactions between the solvent, the
solute, and the substrate. Further investigation of
the effects of evaporation behavior on the dryingmediated self-organization of soluble acenes is
required.
In addition, directionally crystallized TIPS_PEN
thin films have been fabricated with a direct write
method that uses a pen.[95] Film deposition is
achieved by allowing a microdroplet of solution on
the end of the pen to make contact with the surface
of substrate and then laterally translating the pen
at a controlled rate, and as a result the crystalline
grains extend from the edge of the line inward at
an angle inclined toward the writing direction.
Such aligned crystals have been used in studies of
the correlation between grain structure and
charge-carrier transport.

6. Conclusion

Although the development of organic semiconductors has the potential to enable inexpensive
electronic device fabrication, high-performance
FETs with solution-deposited semiconducting
films have not yet been achieved. In pursuit of this goal, an
ever-expanding number of functionalized acenes have been
synthesized as organic semiconductors, with the aim of
controlling their intermolecular interactions and thus achieving
desirable molecular packing in their crystalline microstructures.
In this article, we have discussed the ways in which precise
control of the film formation process can be used to optimize
molecular orientation and structural development, and thus to
enhance charge carrier transport properties. Fine control of the
solubility of soluble acene molecules, the molecular interactions
at the substrate interface, and the drying conditions in solutionbased film-deposition processes can be used to tailor the
morphologies and crystalline microstructures of organic semiconductors, ranging from single crystals to directionally aligned
crystal arrays. Further, self-organization in solid-state films can be
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Figure 10. a) Optical microscopy images and b) atomic force microscopy images (top: topographical, middle: phase, and bottom: height profiles) of TES_ADT films for various aging times
(0, 1, 3, 5, and 7 days). Additional OM images were collected on days 5 and 7 by using a polarizing
angle of 908 (see images, lower half). Reproduced with permission from [78].
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